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‘Treaty, yeah; treaty now!’ 
(Aboriginal Treaty or treaties for Australia?) 
by Peter Jull 
 
The real question of an Aboriginal treaty is not ‘if’, but ‘when’, ‘how’, and ‘in what 
form’.  The emerging consensus within Aboriginal political circles is natural, 
predictable, and non-threatening.  A treaty would strengthen the country, promote 
unity, and enhance the sense of belonging among people who are marginal today.  It 
is a logical step in Australian indigenous policy. 
 
As media commentators have noted, calls for a treaty now are related in part to utter 
frustration among Aboriginal leaders with the Howard government.  The timing of 
treaty talk may not matter because Aboriginal leaders and some of their non-
Aboriginal friends on both sides of national partisan politics have shown a readiness 
to explain and promote the concept. 
 
‘"A treaty, or something like a treaty, has to be the end product of the reconciliation 
process. Otherwise there is no substance to it," Mr [Michael] Mansell said’ as 
reported in the Sydney Morning Herald, May 30, 2000.  This is plainly true.  Many of 
us assumed that’s what the ‘document of reconciliation’, always the Reconciliation 
council’s goal, would be.  It has turned out differently because targeting Aborigines 
and their friends has been a purpose of the Howard government – sometimes almost 
its raison d’être. 
 
John Ralston Saul and others write that parochialism is good public relations for 
contemporary governments hiding their commitment to a ‘globalised’ economy.  The 
éclat of Pauline Hanson in Australia or Reform in Canada is a useful circus distracting 
the public from bread-winner (or -loser) policies and pain of economic liberalism. 
 
The Howard government has appeared not to wish to understand Aboriginal 
aspirations.  Meanwhile, indigenous ethno-politics are proceeding in normal, 
predictable, and moderate ways.  There is no threat to Australia or its governing 
systems, but only to archaic fancies.  Governments are not there to reinforce public 
ignorance but to bring insight, expertise, explanation, and appropriate action to 
complex matters of which a typical overwhelmed citizen may know little.  News that 
the world was not flat no doubt distressed a majority in early modern times.  Howard 
is certainly a Flat Earth man on indigenous issues, public ignorance being his power. 
 
There are many kind of treaties.  In days of empire, Denmark-Norway and Sweden-
Finland worked out boundaries in Sapmi (Lapland) on the basis of Sami land use and 
recognised many Sami rights in the boundary treaty’s Lappecodicilen (1751).  
Treaties between Britain and the young USA respecting (or often ceding) bits of 
Canadian borderland in late 18th and early 19th centuries also recognised Indian rights.  
(The Torres Strait Treaty with Papua New Guinea recognises indigenous rights on 
both sides of Australia’s boundary, too.) 
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The national Waitangi treaty (1840) in New Zealand is a type of treaty favoured by 
many in Australia, a document which is short and rich in meaning.  So, also, is the 
1980s Norwegian constitutional amendment respecting Sami rights, a single sentence 
which may take years to be fully implemented in practice:  It is the responsibility of 
the authorities of the State to create conditions enabling the Sami people to preserve 
and develop its language, culture, and way of life.  The meaning officially includes 
rights of territory and resources which underpin Sami society. 
 
Local treaties occurred during early settlement or invasion.  The highest court 
recognised as a treaty a 1760 agreement by General Murray with Indians at Quebec in 
Sioui, 1990, and then surprised Canadians on the Atlantic coast in Marshall (1999) 
when recognising Mi’kmaq fishing rights in another 1760 treaty long ignored. 
 
A national treaty or makarrata may be of most interest in Australia today.  Such 
would provide a policy, political, and legal framework.  Such things may take many 
forms.  A good model is the 1993 Agreement between the Governments of Canada 
and British Columbia (BC) and the indigenous First Nations Summit who together 
established the BC treaty process.  Indigenous partners are genuine equals. 
 
Some Canadian indigenous leaders plus provincial and federal governments 
considered with favour a three-clause preamble for a new indigenous section in the 
Constitution in 1983, specific rights to be added when negotiated later.  The preamble 
would have covered (1) collective recognition as distinct peoples, including protection 
of traditional cultures, lifestyles, and indigenous rights; (2) rights of self-government 
within the nation-state; and (3) rights to lands, resources, and their benefits as a base 
for self-sufficiency and development of native communities and families, including 
protection of existing economic resources (e.g., fishing and hunting territories).  This 
made sense in the Canadian context at the time, but hardliners on both sides killed the 
idea and could not replace it.  Other contents might suit Australia now. 
 
There was a sense in Canada on all sides that progress on indigenous-white and 
indigenous-government relations was needed to improve social conditions and resolve 
grievances.  There is such a sense in Australia among the public.  We also have wise, 
patient, purposeful, and politically able indigenous leaders.  However, the government 
side have played word-games and distorted meanings like children wanting to show 
how badly they dare to behave.  Moral authority is on the indigenous side. 
 
The other sort of treaty often discussed in Australia is the ‘regional agreement’.  
Australians have looked to Alaska, Canada, and Greenland in particular to see how 
land rights, environmental protection, public facilities and services, and local and/or 
regional self-government nest neatly within well-established federations or similar 
government structures.  This can be viewed in both ‘top down’ and ‘grass roots’ 
forms (‘Reflections on Regional Agreements’ by Jull and Craig, Australian 
Indigenous Law Reporter, Vol. 2, No 4, 1997). 
 
The first outbursts and denial over treaties after Corroboree 2000 on May 27-28 may 
be dismissed.  The only surprise is the assumption that initial lack of knowledge of an 
idea is the end of the matter.  All indigenous policy ideas in every country, from land 
rights to Constitutional clauses, are ‘outrageous’, ‘unthinkable’, ‘impossible’, 
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‘divisive’, ‘un-Australian’ (or ‘un-‘ some other nationality).  That is why indigenous 
peoples have so many problems – because we have been afraid to face facts and alter 
prejudices to accommodate their needs.  Progress requires discussion and patience. 
 
The ‘impossible’ may take a few – or even 20 – years to become practicable, but 
rarely more.  Greek tragedies reflect their authors’ cool and not entirely flattering 
view of mood swings in their choruses of public opinion – first mistrustful of change, 
then cowering before strong leadership from a Clytemnestra or Creon, and then 
suddenly righteously certain when Fate crushes its arrogant victim. 
 
In a recent press article, ‘Howard reads the mood on treaty’ (June 1, 2000), the 
Brisbane Courier-Mail’s Peter Charlton, a senior and seasoned journalist, tell us that 
Howard ‘will oppose provisions such as those in Greenland which give the Inuit home 
rule, pointing out correctly that they have immense problems not yet solved.’  Our 
prime minister a closet Greenland expert?  The mind boggles.  What does he know 
about Greenland, and when did he know it?  Why not share the information?  A new 
Greenland report for Anglophone and Australian readers has been needed for years. 
 
Greenland’s home rule was a negotiated ‘treaty’ of the late 1970s.  Since 1979 the 
country has been governed by successive all-Inuit cabinets.  It has continued to 
evolve, just as home rule was preceded by strong Inuit politicisation from the war 
years onward, and strong Danish commitment to post-war material improvements.  
The ‘big’ moment of home rule now seems one of many significant dates in the 
maturing, the confidence, and well-being of Greenlanders over 60 years.  Social 
problems resulting from wartime military presence and post-war male labour influxes 
were a motive for Inuit activism and home rule, not a reason to deny them.  Canberra 
today seems to wish to hold up indigenous political progress because the white man’s 
policies have failed, thereby promising even more failure. 
 
Howard is said to be informed on North America and New Zealand, too.  How well he 
hides his insight!  But this may be less amazing than appearances – Australian 
missions abroad have been collecting information on indigenous policies for decades, 
long before the Prime Minister described indigenous overseas contacts as ‘stunts’. 
 
Reports take different forms.  A jet-lagged hungover minister or official flashes 
through, ready for the next drink, pulling down locals and praising his own country. It 
was fun exploring the ignorance and nonsense of Canadian politicians returning from 
such Greenland forays.  ‘Our schools (or whatever) are way ahead of theirs,’ such 
pompous chaps would say, however wrongly. 
 
Comparative indigenous studies may be done by qualified local people, such as fine 
ones I read in Ottawa on Alaska, Greenland, Russia, and on Scandinavian reindeer 
herding society.  Or one can do them oneself as I did when sent to Greenland and 
Norway by Canadian governments and Inuit leaders (and when handing pleased 
Royal Commissions and Parliamentary inquiries trip notes on Alaska and the Faroe 
Islands).  More usually an uninterested diplomat who would rather do ‘serious’ issues, 
not lower-order welfare matters (as indigenous affairs are too often seen), does a little 
report.  Such secret reports are often very poor and mislead their official sponsors. 
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Worst is the nationalist report in which a researcher wishes to find one’s own abuses 
better than happy precedents elsewhere.  ‘My country’s ignorant brutality beats your 
ignorant brutality!’  Australia’s eager and innocent nationalism of the early 1990s has 
given way to darker themes now.  The Northern Hemisphere has made a breakthrough 
since the 1980s – now both governments and indigenous peoples cooperate 
multilaterally in problem-solving, e.g., through the Arctic Council. 
 
At best the federal government seems to want instant ‘solutions’ followed by a new 
forgetting.  What a hope.  Indigenous peoples are trying to become active players in 
Australia’s continental life.  They are proven survivors and are certainly here to stay. 
 
Greenland Inuit, Nunavut Inuit (and all other Inuit in Canada and Alaska and 
Chukotka), North American Indian first nations, the indigenous peoples of Russia, 
Sami, Maori, no less than Torres Strait Islanders and Aboriginal peoples here seek 
treaties – or whatever other term one wishes to use for negotiated frameworks of 
recognition, policy principles, and self-government.  They do so in part to overcome 
social problems.  They want to commit their own energy and responsibility to the task 
after long decades or centuries of disastrous control by the white man.  It is not easy, 
takes time, and requires courage.  That is why treaties, Treaties, or ‘treaties’ by 
whatever name are essential and must come, and almost certainly will come, in 
Australia.  Meanwhile, Yothu Yindi, the band from Arnhem Land, have made the idea 
and its meaning known around the world with their hit song and video, ‘Treaty’. 
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